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ANOTHER VISIT TO TWO HALFLINES

G. HOOGHIEMSTRA,* Delft University of Technology

Abstract

We shall use three basic properties of Brownian motion to derive in an
elegant and non-computational way the probability that standard Brownian
motion, starting from 0, will ever cross the halflines t~ at + f3 or t~ yt + b
where y, b < 0 < a, f3.
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1. Introduction

In a famous paper Doob (1949) derived the distributions of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics from the probability that standard Brownian motion W(t), starting at the origin, will
ever cross the halftines indicated above (see also Durbin (1973)). Here we present an
elementary and non-computational derivation of this result based on the following three
properties of Brownian motion that are included in every basic course on this subject:

(i) The stochastic process W(t), t ~ 0, defined by

- {O,
W(t) = tW(t- 1) ,

is again standard Brownian motion.
(ii) The so-called scaling property: for each a> 0

a-lW(~·)

t=O
t>O

(1.2)

is again standard Brownian motion.
(iii) The explicit form of ga,b(U, y), the transition density for Brownian motion, started at 0

and killed on leaving [b, a], where b < 0 < a and c = a - b, given by

1 00 { [(y + 2nc)2] [(y - 2b + 2nc)2]}
(1.1) ga.b(U, y) == (2xu)-z n~~ exp - 2u - exp - 2u

=P{b < infs<u W(s) ~ sups<uW(s) < a, W"(u) E dy }/dy }/dy, y E [b, a].

The precise result _we shall prove is the following.

Theorem. For y, s< 0 < a, f3

P{SUPt~o(W(t) - (at + (3))< 0, inft~o(W(t) - (yt + b)) > O}

1 [1 (f3Y - £1'b )2] (f3Y - £1'b)=(2n)2 exp 2 a(f3 _ b) galo,ylo 1, a(f3 - b) ,

where a: = «£1'- y)/(f3 - b))t
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(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.7)

2. The derivation

Part u = 1 and replace W by Win (1.1) to obtain

(2.1) P{b < inf W(s) ~ sup W(s) < a, W(I) E dY} = ga,b(I, y) dy,
[O,IJ [O,IJ

Since W(O) = 0 a.s., we obtain

(2.2) P{b < inf SW(S-I) ~ sup SW(S-I) < a, W(I) E dY} =ga,b(I, y) dy,
(O,IJ (O,IJ

We condition on the value of W(I), which is a standard normal distributed random variable,
and rewrite (2.2) as

(2.3) P{b < inf SW(S-I) ~ sup SW(S-I) < aIW(I) =Y} = (2n:)!ey2/2ga,b(I, y).
(O,IJ (O,IJ

For s E (0, 1) we have S-1~ 1 and so by the weak Markov property {W(S-I) - W(I), S-1~ I}
is independent of W(I). Hence the left-hand side of (2.3) is equal to

(2.4) P{b < inf (SW(S-I) - sW(I) + sy) ~ sup (SW(S-I) - sW(I) + sy) < a}.
(O,IJ (0,1)

Furthermore {W(S-I) - W(I), S-1~ I} has the same distribution as {W(I- s)ls), S-1~ I},
and so the simple time substitution t = (1 - s)ls shows that

ph~f (W(t) - (at + a - y)) <0, ~~!(W(t) - (bt + b - y)) >o}
=(2n:)!ey2/2ga,b(I, y).

Finally we take a=[(a-y)/(~-c5)]!, a v- alo, b=Yla, y=(y~-ac5)la(~-c5)E
[y/o, ala] and apply (ii) to obtain

(2n:)!ey2I2ga/o,y/o(I, y)

= p(sup (W(t) - (~t +.~ - y)) < 0, inf (W(t) - (It +1_ y)) > O}
tii:O a a t5:0 a a

= p{sup (!W(a2s) - (as + ~ - ~)) < 0, inf (!w(a2s) - (YS + L - ~)) > O}
s~o a a a s~o a ~ a

= p{sup (W(S) - (as + ~ - ~)) < 0, inf (W(s) - (YS +.1..- ~)) > oJ,
s~o a a s~o ~ a

which yields (1.2) after verifying that y = a Ia - ~a = yI a - bo.
Relation (2.5) was also noted in Hooghiemstra (1987), but there the proof was a bit more

involved. Note that (2.3) together with (2.4) is sufficient for the most general Kolmogorov
Smirnov statistic, because it implies (once more using (ij),

P{b < inf (W(t) - tW(I» ~ sup (W(t) - tW(I» < a}
[0,1) [0,1]

=P{b < inf (W(t) - tW(I» ~ sup (W(t) - tW(I» < a}
[0,1] [0,1)

=P{b < inf t(W(!) - W(I») ~ sup t(W(!) - W(I») < a}
(0,1) t (0,1) t

=(2n:)!ga,b(I, 0).
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